
Small Group Studies Resource Guide

Call # Title Author(s) Summary

230 Ham

Half Truths: God Helps Those 

Who Help Themselves and 

Other Things the Bible Doesn't 

Say Hamilton, Adam

Five session study includes one DVD, one Leader Guide, and one book.  Simple phrases that 

sound Christian capture some element of truth, yet they miss the point in important ways.  Adam 

breaks down these common saying using Scripture and story with practical applications.  Eash 

session contains 10-15 minutes of video and is perfect for adult and youth classes.

152.4 Fei Fight Back with Joy Feinberg, Margaret

6-session study includes two DVDs and one Study book.  Through vulnerable storytelling, humor, 

and a difficult diagnosis, Margaret Feinberg shows how joy is more than whimsy; it's the 

weaponry you can use to fight life's greatest battles.

212 Str The Case for a Creator Strobel, Lee

Six session study includes 1 DVD, 1 Leader's Guide, and 1 Participant's Guide.  Former atheist Lee 

Strobel has discovered that science, far from being the enemy of faith, now provides a solid 

foundation for belief in God.  New scientific discoveries point to the incredible complexity of our 

universe, a complexity best explained by the existence of a Creator.  This six session video study, 

based on Strobel's book invites you to encounter this evidence delivered in a compelling 

conversational style.  Join Strobel in reexamining the theories that once led him away from God.  

Your faith will grow in the light of these astonishing new facts in the case for a Creator.

220 Dis

Disciple:  Becoming disciples 

through Bible study, 2nd 

Edition , 

"Red Book"--34 session study contains DVD case with 2 DVDs, 2 leader's books, an 

Implementation Resource book, and 2 Handbooks. This first Disciple study contains an overview 

of both the Old and New Testaments of the Bible.

220 Dis Disciple: Becoming disciples , 34 sessions "blue book"

220 Dis Disciple: Into the word Into the , (2 DVDs have 32 sessions) "Green book"

220 Dis Disciple: remember who you , 32 sessions "Purple book"The prophets, the letters of Paul

220.07 Abi

Covenant: Creating, Living, 

Trusting , 

24-week study includes 3 DVD's, 1 copy each of the 3 different Covenant participant guides (each 

participant in the group will need the three participant guides), 1 Leader guide, 1 Meditations 

book.  This Covenant experience will guide participants in a comprehensive, in-depth study of the 

Bible over 24 weeks.  This in-depth study of the whole Bible emphasizes the biblical concept of 

covenant as a unifying pattern through all the books in the old and new Testaments.  It 

underscores the unique relationship that God chooses to have with us as God's people.  This 

relationship is grounded in the faithfulness of God's love and in our ongoing commitments to 

stay in love with God while we share signs of that love with others.

220.07 Bal Get acquainted with your Bible Ball-Kilbourne, Gary L.

(Book has 8 sessions.) This Bible survey is ideal for newly organized church groups or classes, new 

church members, and adults with little or no Bible background.  Designed for group study, the 

eight sessions also can be used as self-directed study.
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220.07 

Don Foundations Donahue, Bill

Book has 6 sessions.  The Bible 101 series is designed for those who want to know how to study 

God's Word, understand it clearly and apply it to their lives in a way that produces personal 

transformation.  Geared especially for groups, the series can also profitably be used for individual 

study.  Each guide has five sessions which overview essential information and teach new study 

skills.  The sixth session brings the skills together in a way that relates them to daily life.

220.07 Hos

The Bible: 30-Day Experience 

DVD Study Hostetler, Bob

5-week, 30-day study includes 1 DVD and 1 Daily Guidebook based on the TV miniseries.  This 

study is specifically designed to help you experience the epic stories of the Bible, and discover 

how the life-changing message of God's redemption plan for mankind is woven throughout its 

pages. It will help you: experience the depth of God's great love for you; understand how your 

unique story fits into God's story for all of us; see the scarlet thread of redemption through Jesus 

Christ; go deeper and gain a greater knowledge of God's word.

220.07 

Mat Cover to cover Mathisen, Gerry

Book has 6 sessions.  The Bible 101 series is designed for those who want to know how to study 

God's Word, understand it clearly and apply it to their lives in a way that produces personal 

transformation.  Geared especially for groups, the series can also profitably be used for individual 

study.  Each guide has five sessions which overview essential information and teach new study 

skills.  The sixth session brings the skills together in a way that relates them to daily life.

220.07 

Moo

A woman's heart: God's 

dwelling place Moore, Beth

Six DVDs feature an introductory session and 10 sessions of Beth's teaching in her home church 

in Houston, Texas, and in the desert near Moab, Utah, plus promotion and bonus segments.  Kit 

also includes two member books and one leader's guide.

220.07 Pol Interpretation Poling, Judson

Book has 6 sessions.  The Bible 101 series is designed for those who want to know how to study 

God's Word, understand it clearly and apply it to their lives in a way that produces personal 

transformation.  Geared especially for groups, the series can also profitably be used for individual 

study.  Each guide has five sessions which overview essential information and teach new study 

skills.  The sixth session brings the skills together in a way that relates them to daily life.
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220.07 Red Great themes Redding, Michael

Book has 6 sessions.  The Bible 101 series is designed for those who want to know how to study 

God's Word, understand it clearly and apply it to their lives in a way that produces personal 

transformation.  Geared especially for groups, the series can also profitably be used for individual 

study.  Each guide has five sessions which overview essential information and teach new study 

skills.  The sixth session brings the skills together in a way that relates them to daily life.

220.07 Red Times and Places Redding, Michael

Book has 6 sessions.  The Bible 101 series is designed for those who want to know how to study 

God's Word, understand it clearly and apply it to their lives in a way that produces personal 

transformation.  Geared especially for groups, the series can also profitably be used for individual 

study.  Each guide has five sessions which overview essential information and teach new study 

skills.  The sixth session brings the skills together in a way that relates them to daily life.

220.07 Rus Invitation Russell, Brian D.

Ten session study includes 3 DVDs and one Study Book.  This study is a well-crafted introductory 

approach to studying the Bible.  It is in the marvel of its complexity that we discover the miracle 

of its simplicity and single, unified story.

220.07 Van Fire on the Mountain Vander Laan, Ray

Case holds 1 DVD and leader's guide.  Participants book in packet.  Contains material for 6 

sessions of group study.  When the Israelites left Egypt, they were finally free.  Free from 

persecution, free from oppression, and free to worship their own God.  But with that freedom 

comes a new challenge--learning how to live together the way God intends.  In this ninth volume 

of Faith Lessons, discover how God teaches the Israelites what it means to be part of a 

community that loves him and the lessons we can begin to live out in our lives today.

220.07 Van With all your heart Vander Laan, Ray

Case contains one DVD  providing six sessions for small groups.  DVD is filmed on location at 

Biblically significant sites.  Do you remember where your blessings come from?  In Exodus, God 

warned Israel to remember him when they left the dry desert and reached the fertile fields of 

the Promised Land.  But in this tenth volume of Faith Lessons, discover how quickly the Israelites 

forgot God and began to rely on themselves.

220.1 Cla

The Bible, the book that 

bridges the millennium Clarke-Beach, Maxine

220.5 Coo The Bible in 90 days Cooper, Ted Jr. (Dvd has 14 sessions.)
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220.61 

Ham

Making Sense of the Bible: 

Rediscovering the Power of 

Scripture Today Hamilton, Adam

Six session study includes one DVD, one book, and one Leader Guide.  Adam Hamilton invites us 

into an honest conversation about the Bible.  The book begins with foundational questions such 

as, How and when was the Bible written?  Who decided which books made it into the scriptures 

and why?  How literally must we read it?  And, Is the Bible ever wrong?  From there, Hamilton 

considers the real questions people frequently ask that continue to divide Christians and 

denominations alike.  Hamilton leads readers to a deeper appreciation of the Bible so that we 

might hear God speak through it and find its wowrds to be life-changing and life-giving.

220.61 Por

Introducing the Bible: An Active 

Learning Approach Porter, Adam

This study is complete in one workbook, suitable for individual study.  It is divided into 5 parts 

which are divided into chapters, with a total of 54 chapters in the book.  The workbook guides 

the reader into careful reading of the Bible in order to answer the study questions.

220.7 Col Interactive Bible studies Coleman, Lyman 45 "stand alone" sessions

220.9 Ess

Girlfriends: Exploring Women's 

Relationships in the Bible Essex, Barbara J.

Study book has 10 chapters.  Girlfriends explores women's friendships and relationships by 

examining ways in which women interact in the Bible.  Using a variety of popular television 

shows, books, and films as a source of inspiration, Girlfriends finds the unique connections in 

popular culture to provide talking points and help us to see ourselves in the Biblical story.

220.9 Smi

Seamless: Understanding the 

Bible as One Complete Story Smith, Angie

Seven session study includes two DVDs and one study book.  Whether you've grown up hearing 

Bible stories or you're exploring Scripture for the first time, the full story of the Bible can be 

overwhelming.  The 66 books may seem disconnected at first glance.  In this study Angie Smith 

shows you how the whole Bible--from Genesis through Revelation--connects as one beautiful, 

seamless thread.

220.9 Van Faith lessons on the promised Vander Laan, Ray (DVD has 5 sessions.)

220.92 

Mac Twelve extraordinary women MacArthur, John

This study is good for individual or small group study in twelve sessions.  Included are one book 

and one workbook.  This study brings you face-to-face with twelve women whom God chose to 

bring His message of redemption to the world.  In examining the lives of these women, you will 

discover their struggles and coubts, their fears and failures, their faith and commitment.  You will 

learn how God used these ordinary women in extraordinary ways.

220.92 Van Faith lessons on the prophets & Vander Laan, Ray (Vollume 2 has 6 sessions on DVD.)
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220.95 Van Early Church Vander Laan, Ray

Five session study includes one DVD, one Leader's Guide, and one Discovery Guide.  In each 

lesson, Vander Laan illuminates the historical, geographical, and cultural context of the sacred 

Scriptures.  Filmed on location in the Middle East, the Faith Lessons DVD series will transform 

your understanding of God and challenge you to be a true follower of Jesus.

220.95 Van

Faith lessons on the early 

church Vander Laan, Ray

(Volume 5 contains 5 sessions on DVD.)  Discover how the early christian church changed the 

world.

221 Bro

Bringing the Old Testament to 

life

Brown, Carol Breeden 

Brown (Book has 13 sessions.)

221 Sin Invitation to the Old Testament Sinclair, Celia Brewer (DVD has 8 weekly sessions of 60-90 minutes for each session.)

221.6 Ric

The Epic of Eden: 

Understanding the Old 

Testament Richter, Sandra

Twelve week study includes 3 DVDs, and one Study Guide.  This study is ideal for groups and 

individuals looking for a deeply substantive and profoundly spiritual exploration of the Old 

Testament.  Sandra Richter shows us how Old Testament understanding leads to fresh depths of 

New Testament faith for everyday life in the real world.

221.6 Ric

The Epic of Eden: 

Understanding the Old 

Testament Richter, Sandra L.

Twelve week study includes 3 DVDs, and one Study Guide.  This study is ideal for groups and 

individuals looking for a deeply substantive and profoundly spiritual exploration of the Old 

Testament.  Sandra Richter shows us how Old Testament understanding leads to fresh depths of 

New Testament faith for everyday life in the real world.

222 Ham

Moses: In the Footsteps of the 

Reluctant Prophet Hamilton, Adam

Six session study includes one DVD and one Leader Guide. Join Adam Hamilton as he explores the 

sites of Moses' life.  Using historical information, archaeological data, and biblical text, Hamilton 

guides us in the footsteps of this reluctant prophet who blazed a trail of faith.

222 Luc Books of Ruth and Esther Lucado, Max

222 Luc Facing your giants Lucado, Max (Book has 19 sessions.)

222.11 LaG

Broken and Blessed: How God 

Used One Imperfect Family to 

Change the World LaGrone, Jessica

This 6-7 session kit includes 1 Participant Book, 1 Leader Guide, 1 DVD, and 1 Preview Book.  This 

study of the book of Genesis tells the story of one perfectly imperfect family--from Adam and 

Eve all the way to Joseph and his brothers.  Despite their brokenness, God chose to love and 

bless this family so that they might be a blessing.  Through the generations we see that God 

worked for good in their lives for the good of the world.  And we see that God wants to do the 

same in our own imperfect families today.

222.11 The Patriarchs Moore, Beth (6 DVDs combined have 10 sessions.)
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222.11 Nav Genesis , 

This 19-lesson study is complete in one book. The first book of God's revelation to man is a book 

of beginnings.  God creates the heavens, the earth, man and woman.  But rebellion breaks out, 

and God begins the task of mending His relationship with mankind.  The events that unfold in this 

book give form to the entire Bible, right to the end of Revelation and God's plan for a new 

beginning.

222.12 Van Walking With God in the Desert Vander Laan, Ray

Seven session Study includes 1 DVD with Leader's guide and 1Discovery guide.  When the hard 

times come...  Are you going through a difficult period of life?  The loss of a loved one?  

Unemployment?  A crisis of faith?  During these desert times, it's easy to think God has 

disappeared.  Instead, discover that it's only when we are totally dependent on him that we find 

him closer than ever and can experience God's amazing grace and provision.

222.15 

Moo

The Law of Love: Lessons from 

the Pages of Deuteronomy Moore, Beth

6 DVD lessons by Beth Moore (approx 1 hr 30 min each) with 6 supplemental articles by Melissa 

Moore Fitzpatrick.  An overview of Deuteronomy.

222.2 Eva Joshua Evans, Tony

Six session study in one book.  The Book of Joshua tells the story of how God's people learned to 

trust God's promises every step of the journey on which He was leading them.  Ultimately, they 

would experience, as you will too, that God uses anything and everything to accomplish His plan 

for your life.

222.32 Shi Gideon Shirer, Priscilla

7 Session study includes 2 DVDs and one workbook with leader's guide.  God can use your 

weakness.  Gideon's story involves far more than a wet fleece and a battle won with 300 soldiers.  

His epic victory actually tells of one man's struggle with his own weakness--and the One True 

God who transformed it into triumph.  So if you've ever struggled with insecurity or had trouble 

accepting your limitations, this study will help you see how God can use your weakness to unlock 

His strength.

222.4092 

Moo David:  Seeking a Heart Like HIs Moore, Beth

This study contains one book, one Leader's Guide, and 6 DVD's.    If you've ever experienced 

doubts, temptations, inconsistencies, losses, or anguish over family problems, join Beth Moore 

on an exciting and intimate journey to know King David, the man after God's own heart.  First 

released in 1996 as A Heart Like His, Beth Moore has updated her study on the life of David.  This 

edition features brand-new video and a revised member book for 10 weeks of personal, daily 

assignments and 11 weekly group sessions.

222.8 Mac Nehemiah: Experiencing the MacArthur, John

222.9 Pel Esther: Character under Pell, Patty Book has 9 sessions.  Includes leader's notes.

222.9 Swi Esther Swindoll, Charles R. Book has 12 chapters, with group discussion questions.
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223 Luc Book of Psalms Lucado, Max, ed.

Book has material for 12 lessons.  Leader and student use the same book: leader's notes are in 

the back of the book. Worship is a daunting task.  For that reason, God gave us the Psalms--a 

praisebook for God's people.  This collection of hymns and petitions are strung together by one 

thread--a heart hungry for God.  Some are defiant.  Others are reverent.  Some are to be sung.  

Others are to be prayed.  Some are intensely personal.  Others are written as if the whole world 

would use them.  Some were penned in caves, others in temples.  But all have one purpose--to 

give us the words to say when we stand before God.

223.2 Moo Stepping Up Moore, Beth

4 DVD's, 6 Sessions, Explores Psalms 120-134.  Expect a new level of relationship and intimacy 

with God through these psalms.  Gain a new appreciation for the life of faith as a journey to 

greater fellowship with and worship of God.

223.807 

Jer

Searching for Heaven on Earth: 

How to Find What Really 

Matters in Life Jeremiah, David

In Searching for Heaven on Earth, Dr. David Jeremiah goes verse by verse through Ecclesiastes.  

He explains Solomon's observations and implementations and shows how they failed--until 

Solomon's last observation gets it right.  Let Solomon be your guide as you learn what doesn't 

bring meaning in life--and what does.

224 Wil Joshua and the promised land Williams, Annette Book has study guide for 6 sessions.  Historical formation and interpretations of Joshua's story.

224.02 Shi

Jonah:  Navigating A Life 

Interrupted Shirer, Priscilla

Kit contains 2 DVDs for a total of 7 sessions.  Member book includes 6 weeks of individual study, 

listening guides, and leader helps for 7 group sessions.  Promotional segment included.  They 

shock us; they shake us; they compel us to change.  You can't escape life's interruptions, but you 

can change your perspective on them.  Dive into the study of Jonah and discover that what you 

see as an interruption may truly be God's divine invitation to a life so much bigger than you can 

imagine.

224.4 Whi

God's Care for Us: A Study of 

Ezekiel Whitehead, Brady

This 4-session study in one book explores God's message to Judah before and after the fall of 

Jerusalem to the Babylonians.

224.5 Moo Daniel Moore, Beth

This 12-session study, unique from Beth's previous Bible studies, falls in two parts and can be 

used as one or two studies.  The first portion, from Daniel chapters 1-6, deals with Daniel's life as 

he faced the kind of pressures and temptations Christians encounter today.  Daniel models how 

to develop enduring integrity in an enticing world.  The second portion, chapters 7-12, explores 

thrilling prophecies from the time of Daniel through the second coming of Christ.

224.8 Kir Amos: Window to God Kirkpatrick, Dow 6-session study complete in one book, includes study guides for each chapter.

225 Disciple: Under the tree of life , 3 DVDs have 32 sessions; 1 Teacher guide.  "Yellow book" The Writings. John, Revelation
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225 Dis

Invitation to the New 

Testament Disciple Bible Studies, VHS and DVD for 8 sessions.  **Stored in Children's MInistry closet.  See Julie Smith.

225.92 

Ham

The Call: The Life and Message 

of the Apostle Paul Hamilton, Adam

Six session study includes one DVD and one Leader Guide.  What would lead a first-century rabbi 

to travel thousands of miles by sea and land, to be beaten, imprisoned, and ultimately beheaded 

for his faith?  It was a call--a call to turn the world upside down.  This is the story of the Apostle 

Paul, whose writings continue to shape the lives of one-third of the world's population, a man 

second only to Jesus in his impact and influence on the Christian faith, and whose witness defines 

what it means to be a follower of Jesus Christ.

225.92 Van Faith lessons: walk as Jesus Vander Laan, Ray (Volume 7 has 5 sessions on DVD.)

225.92 Van Walk as Jesus Walked Vander Laan, Ray

Five session study includes one DVD and one Study Guide.  This study takes you into Asia Minor, 

present day Turkey, where disciples like Paul and Timothy traveled, spreading news of Jesus and 

bringing new disciples to follow Him.

226 Ash

Clear Evidence: Eyewitness 

reports of Jesus Ashton, Mark

Miracles? Rising from the dead?  God incarnate?  Some people say such claims about Jesus ar 

myths and lies.  Yet through the years countless others, beginning with Jesus' closest friends, 

have staked their lives on the accuracy of those claims.  Fortunately, faith is not a leap in the 

dark.  In Clear Evidence, you'll weigh the arguments for and against the Jesus of the Bible.  How 

convincing is the case for either side?  The verdict is yours.

226 Chr Paul: Thirteenth apostle Christensen, Chuck (Book has 13 sessions.)

226 Luc Book of Acts Lucado, Max (Book has 12 sessions.)

226 Sev Peter and Paul Severance, Diana Lynn

226.2 Don

Focus on Matthew: a study 

guide for groups and 

individuals

Donahoe, Carol 

Cheney

This twelve lesson book welcomes the reader into a journey of discovery in which personal 

experience interacts with the biblical text.  It includes informative commentary, thought-

provoking study questions and experiential group activities that encourage a deeper 

understandiing of scripture.
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226.5 Luc 3:16: The numbers of hope Lucado, Max

DVD has twelve five-minute segments that can be used in conjunction with each lesson or 

viewed on their own.  Accompanying CD-ROM features a leader's guide, plus promotional 

materials.  Timeless and powerful, these words proclaim a message of love, a source of hope, 

and a promise of life.  In theis interactive study experience, based on his book 3:16, Max Lucado 

unpacks the incredible message of John 3:16, illuminating one of the most beloved Scriptures in 

the entire Bible.  This study is for those who know these words, and for those hearing them for 

the first time.  We all need its promise.

226.5 Luc Book of John Lucado, Max

226.5 Mac John: Jesus--the Word, the MacArthur, John (Book has 12 sessions.)

226.5 Wit The Gospel of John Witherington III, Ben

Twelve week study contains one DVD and one OneBook Daily-Weekly resource book.  In this 

study of the Gospel of John, learners will gain clarity on the powerful and practical ways of the 

Son of God.  Through the process, students will grow in holy love, both for God and neighbor, by 

becoming better readers of Scripture and truer followers of Jesus.

226.6 Gos

A.D.:  The Trials and Triumphs 

of the Early Church , 

6 hours  on two DVDs   Book of Acts mini series depicted through historic incidents, biblical 

narrative, and fictional characters

226.6 LeP

Acts: Seeing God's power in 

action LePeau, Phyllis J.

(Book has 24 studies in two parts)  Study of Acts - the power of the Holy Spirit which transformed 

the disciples lives is the dame power that can transform our lives today

226.7 Bat

The Grave Robber: How Jesus 

Can Make Your Impossible 

Possible Batterson, Mark

Seven-session study includes 1 DVD and 1 Participant's Guide.  Mark Batterson invites you on a 

remarkable journey to the Holy Land, to the very spots Jesus chose to reveal his power through 

miraculous signs.  Mark shares true stories of modern-day miracles and brings to light the 

countless everyday miracles we take for granted--miracles that point us toward the One who 

healed the sick, calmed the storm, and yes, even raised the dead.  Miracles are not simply 

something Jesus did in the past--they're something He wants to do now, in the present.  If you 

long to see God work in miraculous ways in your life, you will love mark's faith-building, life-

giving message.

226.8 Com

Modern Parables:  Living in the 

Kingdom of God, Vol. 1 Purifoy, Thomas

12 session study includes 1 Leader's Guide, 1 Study Book, 3 DVDs, and 1 CD of teacher prep 

lessons.  Modern Parables is an original film-based Bible study curriculum on Jesus' parables.  

Each parable has two chapters dedicated to it: one on Understanding the Parable and one on 

Living the Parable.  This volume of Modern Parables explores how we love our neighbors, use our 

money, persist in prayer, as well as other important Kingdom principles.  The study can be used 

for Sunday School classes, small groups, youth groups, Christian schools, home schools, family 

study, and evangelism.
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226.8 Kel The prodigal God Keller, Tomothy DVD contains 6 sessions, Study book, discussion guide.[Brenda Hicks says this study excellent]

226.8 Ort Imagine life God's way Ortberg, John

Book has material for 6 sessions. Leader and students use the same book; leader's notes are in 

the back of the book.  If a picture is worth a thousand words, Jesus spoke volumes through his 

parables.  Colorful, unforgettable, compelling, and culturally relevant, the stories Jesus told 

portray eternal realities in a way that speaks to the simplest hearts and challenges the wisest 

minds.

226.8 Wil The parables of Jesus Williams, Matt

DVD has 6 sessions; includes Leader's Guide and 1 Participant's Guide.  Historical and cultural 

background , biblical text in its meaning and life application.  Intermediate study level.

226.9 Bry Companions in Christ: The way Bryant, Stephen D. (Book has 9 sessions)  Study and teachings of the Beatitudes

227.1 Jer

The Book of Romans, Vol. 2: 

Man's Ruin and Christ's 

Redemption Jeremiah, David

This study guide on Romans traces Paul's logical and theological discussion of the difference 

between the law of grace, between condemnation and justification, and between bondage to sin 

and freedom in Christ.

227.1 Luc Book of Romans Lucado, Max

227.1 Mac

Romans: Grace, truth, and 

redemption MacArthur, John

(Book has 12 sessions.)  Study of Romans   Verse-by-verse commentary and thought provoking 

questions

227.1 Moo

Children of the Day: 1 & 2 

Thessalonians Moore, Beth

9-session study includes 6 DVDs, 1 Leader Guide, and 1 Study Guide.  The New Testament 

believers carried the Spirit of God as they walked along the shores of Thessalonica, just as you 

carry that light today.  Shine brightly as you study 1 & 2 Thessalonians with Beth Moore.

227.1 Wie

Romans:  How to Be Right with 

God, Yourself, and Others

Wiersbe Bible Study 

Series, 

12-week study in one book.  No book of the Bible more clearly illuminates the path of the 

Christian life than the book of Romans.  Paul's power-packed letter stands as a treatise on our 

faith--tackling important topics of immense importance such as sin, justification, sanctification, 

and more.

227.3 Art Lord, give me a heart for you Arthur, Kay

Book has 8 chapters.  In this study based on 2 Corinthians, Kay examines the anatomy of a heart 

for God.  What it looks like.  What it feels like.  And how you can strengthen your own 

relationship with God.

227.4 Nav Living the Letters:  Galatians , 

Almost two thousand years ago, Paul wrote a letter that would change history.  This study guide 

highlights one of the greatest letters ever written: Paul's message to the young church iin 

Galatia.  With this twelve-week series, you'll explore the rich wisdom of Galatians on topics such 

as spiritual discernment, intimacy with God, and our freedom in Christ.
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227.4 O'D Galatians & Ephesians O'Donnell, Peter

This 13-lesson study is complete in one book.  Part 1 includes the complete text of Galatians & 

Ephesians, with study notes.  Part 2 includes lessons and study questions.

227.5 Shi The Armor of God Shirer, Priscilla Seven session study includes 2 DVDs.  Study of Ephesians 6:10-18.  Donors say it is a great study.

227.6 Cha

Phillipians: To Live is Christ & to 

Die is Gain Chandler, Matt

12-session study includes 4 DVD's and 1 Study Guide.  The story begins in Phillippi, where Paul 

introduces three individuals that were all enslaved by the kind of things we often choose over 

the gospel.  Their lives portray dysfunction and emptiness but are totally transformed by the 

Gospel.  True joy and Christ's love begin to live within them, giving them a life of purpose.  In this 

study of one of the most intimate of Paul's letters, he paints a beautiful picture of what it is to be 

a mature Christian.

227.9 Gro

James: showing our faith in 

Jesus , 

DVD has 8 sessions.  No leader guide required--everyone in your group will need a copy of this 

student book, which contains a DVD.  Throughout the week group members can watch the DVD 

and see James in a totally new way.

227.91 

Com Engaging God's Word: James

Community Bible 

Studies, 

Six lesson study in one book.  The practical book of James says what we believe is demonstrated 

by how we live.  In this study you will engage with the challenging concept that knowing about 

the God of the Bible is not the same as knowing the God of the Bible.  Knowing God results in a 

changed life--a life with real wisdom.

227.91 Luc Book of James Lucado, Max (Book has 12 sessions.)  Study of James

227.91 

Mac

James: Guidelines for a Hapy 

Christian Life MacArthur, John

In his short and powerful book, James gives us practical guidance on issues that measure our 

living faith and spiritual fruitfulness.  He encourages us to "be doers of the word, and not hearers 

only," to "draw near to God," and "to be patient...until the coming of the Lord."  James calls all 

believers--then and now--to live a life that demonstrates saving faith marked by godly behavior.

227.91 

Moo James--Mercy Triumphs Moore, Beth

This Leader Kit provides 6 DVDs with eight one-hour teaching sessions, one member book, and 

one leader guide.  Bonus video also includes a tutorial on memorizing the Book of James, Beth's 

recitation of James, and an interview with Beth and her daughter Melissa which may be used as 

an optional ninth session.

227.91 

War Developing a faith that works Warren, Rick

Book has material for 6 sessions.  Leader and students use the same book.  Each of the lessons 

includes study of at least one core biblical passage.  Library does not have the accompanying 

video.
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228 Moo Here and Now...There and Then Moore, Beth

Case containing 11 DVDs meant for 11 session lecture-based study of the book of Revelation.  

The author attempts to seek the wisdom and knowledge of God-seeking, God-fearing scholars 

through multiple commentaries and perspectives and, in doing so, to translate some of their 

interpretations into laymen's terms and applications.

230 Cha The Explicit Gospel Chandler, Matt

Six session study includes 2 DVDs, one book, and one study guide.  This Bible study makes explicit 

the multifaceted truths of the gospel.  Matt Chandler clearly defines the saving power of the 

gospel and then articulates what the gospel does for believers after salvation.  He challenges you 

to embrace and rely on the gospel to grow in Christlikeness, to persevere in your faith, to serve 

others in the power of Christ, and to celebrate your eternal redemption.

230 Ham

Christianity's Family Tree: What 

Other Christians Believe and 

Why Hamilton, Adam

Hard case contains one study book, one Leader's Guide, one Pastor's Guide with CD-ROM, one 

DVD.  This video study presents a welcoming, inspiring vision of eight Christian denominations 

and faith traditions.  Comparing the Christian family to our own extended families, Hamilton 

contends that each denomination has a unique, valuable perspective to offer on the Christian 

faith.  The traditions he examines are Orthodoxy, Catholicism, Lutheranism, Presbyterianism, 

Anglicanism, Baptists, Pentecostalism, and Methodism.  For each group, Hamilton gives a brief 

history, outlines major beliefs, and describes some things we can learn from that tradition to 

strengthen our own Christian faith.

230 Ham

Half Truths: God Helps Those 

Who Help Themselves and 

Other Things That the Bible 

Doesn't Say Hamilton, Adam

5 session study includes one DVD, one Leader Guide and one book.  Simple phrases that sound 

Christian capture some element of truth yet they miss the point in important ways.  Adam breaks 

down these common sayings using Scripture and story with practical applications.  Each session 

contains 10-15 minutes of video and is perfect for adult and youth classes.

230 Joh

Unanswered: Lasting Truth for 

Trending Questions Johnston, Jeremiah J.

Six-session study includes two DVDs, one Bible study book, and one paperback book.  Tough 

questions are being asked about Christianity.  And most believers are ill equipped to provide the 

answers our culture desperately needs.  This study will show you how to answer, explaiin, and 

respond, in a convincing and attractive way. to six of life's toughest questions.
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230.04624 

Luc

Max on Life:  Answers and 

Insights to Your Most 

Important Questions Lucado, Max

8-session Bible study includes four DVDs, one 92 page Leader's Guide, six 40 page workbooks.  

We have questions.  Real, important and challenging questions.  Questions about family, 

finances, and forgiveness.  Unsettling questions regarding illness, death and eternity.  Don't we 

crave answers to these questions that tug on the deepest parts of our hearts?  Max Lucado has 

received thousands of questions and wrestled with plenty of his own.  In these eight sessions, 

one of today's most trusted pastors takes on life's most important questions.  Here's hoping that 

his biblical answers to the questions of others will help you find answers to your own.

230.08 

Met

Bonhoeffer: The Life and 

Writings of Dietrich Bonhoeffer Metaxas, Eric

4-session study on 1 DVD, includes 1 Study Guide.  Filmed on location in Germany, this DVD takes 

your small group on a journey with Dietrich Bonhoeffer and why he has inspired so many  

people's faith.

231 Art Lord, I want to know you Arthur, Kay Book has 17 sessions.  Includes leader's guide.

231 Bla Experiencing God Blackaby, Henry T.

This kit has 5 DVDs for 13 sessions.  It also includes a member book, a leader guide, and 

Experiencing God trade book,  and a CD-ROM.  God is inviting Christians today to experience Him 

in an intimate love relationship through which He reveals His will, His ways, and His work.  

Resources teach believers how to know when He is speaking to them, recognize His activity 

around them, adjust their lives to Him and His ways, identify what He wants to do through them, 

and respond to His activity in their lives.

231 Fer Who is the Holy Spirit? Ferguson, Sinclair

12 session study includes two DVDs and one Study Guide.  Although the Holy Spirit is sometimes 

the forgotten Person of the Trinity, HIs presence and work is found throughout redemptive 

history.  Dr. Ferguson traces the work of the Holy Spirit through Scripture--from creation to the 

work of Christ to His dwelling in our hearts today.  Dr. Ferguson's goal is to help us know the Holy 

Spirit as a person, in addition to knowing of His power and work within us.

231 Moo Breath, The Life of God in Us Moore, Beth

Six session study includes 6 DVDs and a Listening Guide.  This study reflects on the person, the 

work, and the power of the Holy Spirit.

231 Shi Discerning the voice of God Shirer, Priscilla

2 DVDs include seven teaching sessions, a promotional segment to invite participation in the 

study, and a ladies roundtable discussion with Priscilla.  This study helps participants to know 

when what they hear is from God.   They will become more familiar with God's Holy Spirit, His 

character, language, and tone of voice.

231.3 Hyb Fruit of the spirit Hybels, Bill Combined student and leader book for 6 sessions

231.4 Mac

Gripped by the greatness of 

God MacDonald, James

(2 DVDs combined have 7 session.)  Contains subtitles for the hearing impaired. **Stored in 

Children's Ministry closet.  See Julie Smith.
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231.6 Cha The love languages of God Chapman, Gary

(2 DVDs combined have 8 sessions)  STUDY GUIDES ARE NO LONGER AVAILABLE.  This study will 

help you to feel God's love more personally, expres love for God in more meaningful ways, and 

better understand others' expressions of love for God.

231.7 Fei

Verbs of God:  How God Moves 

on Our Behalf Feinberg, Margaret

4-session Bible study includes two DVDs, one 52 page Leader's Guide, six 32 page workbooks.  

Where is God when I need Him?  When we look around at the pain, loss and hurt in our world 

and even in our own lives, we can't help but wonder, "God, don't you see this?  Can't you do 

something about this?  Where are you?"  In these four sessions, Margaret Feinberg uses fresh 

insights and Biblical teaching to study four verbs that Scripture uses in connection with God.  

When we understand God's active nature, we realize how God is always active and engaged in 

our lives.  Even when we can't see or feel him, God is constantly on the move and working.

231.76 Van God heard their cry Vander Laan, Ray

DVD and accompanying student book have material for 5 sessions.  Leader's guide is stored 

inside the DVD case.  In ancient times, nothing was bigger than Egypt. Powerful pharaohs, strong 

armies, and a multitude of gods.  God's people were no match against the Egyptians.  In this 

eighth volume of Faith Lessons, discover how God answers the cry of his persecuted people and 

proclaims himself LORD to them and their oppressors.

232 Ham

The Way: Walking in the 

Footsteps of Jesus Hamilton, Adam

Six session study plus epilogue includes one book, one DVD, and one Leader Guide.  Adam 

Hamilton guides participants through the journeys of Jesus' life and ministry.

232 Luc Experiencing the heart of Jesus Lucado, Max Leader's guide and student book for 50 lessons, 10 chapters and 5 weekly follow-up lessons

232 Van Faith lessons on the life and Vander Laan, Ray (Volume 3 has 8 sessions on DVD.)

232 Van

The Life and Ministry of the 

Messiah Vander Laan, Ray

Eight session study includes one DVD and one Study Guide.  This study focuses on the birth of 

Jesus, his life, and his short but powerful ministry--a ministry that has shaped empires and 

changed the course of history.

232 Wil The Miracles of Jesus Wiliams, Matt, ed

232 Wil The life of Jesus Williams, Matt

DVD has 6 sessions.  Leader's guide stored in DVD case.  Separate student book.  What are we 

supposed to do when the new life Jesus promised doesn't seem so abundant?  Sometimes 

Christians need a fresh reminder of the incredible power that raised Lazarus from the dead.  This 

study explores the main events in Jesus' life to understand what made himm extraordinary and 

to learn how to draw on his transforming power.  It is only when we drink deeply from the life of 

Christ that we can be rescued from our failures and experience greater vitality in daily life.
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232.5 Van

Faith lessons on the death & 

resurrection of the Messiah Vander Laan, Ray

(Volume four has 9 DVD sessions)         The fourth Faith Lessons volume focuses on the last week 

of Jesus' life, his death and resurrection, and the Holy Spirit's visit on Pentecost.

232.9 Ham

Faithful: Christmas Through the 

Eyes of Joseph Hamilton, Adam

Four- to five-session study includes one DVD and one Leader Guide.  From his beginnings as a 

humble carpenter to his all-important role as the earthly father of Jesus Christ, Joseph's place in 

the nativity story is sometimes overlooked, but contains valuable lessons for all of us.  His 

courageous actions were crucial to the birth of Christ and God's salvation plan for humanity.

232.9 Moo Encounter Jesus Moore, Carolyn

Eight session study includes two DVDs and one Personal Guidebook.  Encounter Jesus is a Bible 

study and video series that teaches and encourages you to walk with the Jesus and not just a 

Jesus.  You will learn to walk daily with him through all your circumstances--big and small--just as 

the disciples did.  You will discover practical, proven ways of encountering him today, as you 

come to understand how enduring He is.

232.9 Ort

Who Is This Man?" The 

Unpredictable Impact of the 

Inescapable Jesus Ortberg, John

5-session study includes one DVD and one Study Guide.  In this five-session video-based study, 

Ortberg show how Jesus' influence has swept over history, bringing his inspiration to the fields of 

art, science, government, medicine, and education.  And how his vision for us to lead lives of 

dignity, compassion, forgiveness, and hope continues to inspire and challenge humanity today.

232.9 Wil The Forgiveness of Jesus Williams, Matt

Six session study includes one DVD and one Participant's Guide.  This study offers a deeper 

understanding of the reason Christ gave his life on the cross.  Jesus came to forgive us, allowing 

us to move from guilt and shame to freedom and forgiveness.

232.9 Wil The forgiveness of Jesus Williams, Matt, ed.

DVD and accompanying student book have material for 6 sessions.  Leader's guide is stored 

inside the DVD case.  Participant's guide contains maps and pictures, outlines, key Scripture 

verses, discussion questions, plenty of room for note taking, and a personal five-day Bible study 

for each session.  Each session is taught by a different biblical professor.  Each one emphasizes 

historical and cultural backgroun, close look at the biblical text and its meaning, and accurate, 

encouraging, and challenging applications of the Bible's message to life today.
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232.9 Wil The last days of Jesus Williams, Matt, ed.

DVD and accompanying student book have material for 6 sessions.  Leader's guide is stored 

inside the DVD case.  Participant's guide contains maps and pictures, outlines, key Scripture 

verses, discussion questions, plenty of room for note taking, and a personal five-day Bible study 

for each session.  Each session is taught by a different biblical professor.  Each one emphasizes 

historical and cultural backgroun, close look at the biblical text and its meaning, and accurate, 

encouraging, and challenging applications of the Bible's message to life today.

232.9 Wil The Prayers of Jesus Williams, Matt

Six session study includes one DVD, one Leader's Guide, and one Participant's Guide. Gain insight 

into prayer, the character of God, and how to deepen your relationship with Him.  

Recommended for intermediate study.

232.9 Wil The prayers of Jesus Williams, Matt

DVD has 6 sessions; 2 Participants guides.  Gain insight into prayer, the character of God, and 

how to deepen your relationship with Him.  Recommended for intermediate study.

232.92 Rob The Wonder of Christmas Robb, Ed

Four session study on one DVD.  The Wonder of Christmas is an exciting Advent experience that 

explores the true wonder of Christmas through the lens of four elements of the Christmas story: 

a star, a name, a manger, and a promise.  Through these we will rediscover that the true wonder 

of Christmas is found in the love of Christ and made real in our hearts when we share that love 

with others.

232.955 

Mat The miracles of Jesus Williams, Matt

DVD has 6 sessions. In depth look at the miracles of Jesus that will open your eyes to their impact 

on the lives He touched and their significance for today.

232.96 

Ham

24 Hours That Changed the 

World Hamilton, Adam

7-session study contains 1 DVD, 1 book, and 1 Leader Guide.  Adam Hamilton guides us through 

the last day of Jesus' life.  With this DVD we travel to the Holy Land to visit the sites where those 

events took place.

232.96 

Ham Final Words From the Cross Hamilton, Adam

7-session study includes 1 book, 1 DVD, and 1 Leader's guide.  In this follow-up to "24 Hours That 

Changed the World", Hamilton explores Jesus' final words as seen and heard through the eyes 

and ears of those who stood near the cross.  Each chapter begins with the biblical account 

followed by a first-person story as might have been told from the viewpoint of one of the 

characters at the cross.  Then the chapter explores the meaning of Jesus' dying words for our 

lives today.  Following the last statement, a postscript recounts the words Jesus spoke following 

his resurrection, including what truly were the final words Jesus spoke while walking this earth.

232.96 Str Experiencing the passion of Strobel, Lee 6 discussions on the movie "The Passion of the Christ"
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233 Ort

Soul Keeping: Caring for the 

Most Important Part of You Ortberg, John

Six session study includes one DVD and one Study Guide.  John Ortberg takes you on an 

exploration of the soul from the perspective of someone who has struggled to understand and 

care for his own soul.  Ortberg highlights his relationship with Dallas Willard, a "professor of the 

soul," and what he learned from this wise guide in the midst of his own struggles and hardships.  

Ortberg shares his journey with you so that you can better care for your own soul.

234 Art

The Holy Spirit unleashed in 

you Arthur, Kay

Book contains material for 13 week study.  No separate leader's guide.  Now you can know 

firsthand who the Holy spirit is, to whom the gift of the Spirit is given, and how He fulfills His 

marvelous purpose.  The book of Acts is a gold mine of invaluable truths about living and walking 

by the Spirit.  Explore for yourself the dynamic working of God's Spirit in the lives of early 

believers--and in the lives of believers today.  Experience power in everyday living--the Holy spirit 

unleashed in you!

234 Luc

Grace: More Than We Deserve, 

Greater Than We Imagine Lucado, Max

Seven-session study includes one DVD, one book, one Leader's Guide, and one Participant's 

Guide. Have you been changed, shaped, softened, or snatched by the nape of your neck and 

shaken to your senses by grace? Grace is the voice that calls us to change and then gives us the 

power to pull it off. This video-based study takes your small group on a journey to discover the 

depth of God's grace--more than you deserve, greater than you can imagine, and all that you 

need.

234 Luc

Grace: More Than We Deserve, 

Greater Than We Imagine Lucado, Max

Seven session study includes 1 DVD, 1 Leader's Guide, and 1 Participant's Guide.  Max Lucado 

asks a deep question: Have you been changed, shaped, strengthened, emboldened, or softened 

by grace?  Grace is the voice that calls us to change and then gives us the power to pull it off.  

Let's make certain grace gets you.

234 Luc

Grace: More Than We Deserve, 

Greater Than We Imagine Lucado, Max

Seven-session study includes one DVD, one book, one Leader's Guide, and one Participant's 

Guide.  Have you been changed, shaped, softened, or snatched by the nape of your neck and 

shaken to your senses by grace?  Grace is the voice that calls us to change and then gives us the 

power to pull it off.   This video-based study takes your small group on a journey to discover the 

depth of God's grace--more than you deserve, greater than you can imagine, and all that you 

need.
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234 Sta

Five things God uses to grow 

your faith Stanley, Andy

DVD for 6 sessions.  Book has participants' guide in front, and leader's guide in back.  Imagine 

how different your outlook on life would be if you had absolute confidence that God was with 

you.  Imagine how differently you would respond to difficulties, temptations, and even good 

things if you knew with certainty that God was in all of it, and was planning to leverage it for 

good. In other words, imagine what it would be like to have PERFECT faith.  In thes DVD study, 

Andy Stanley builds a biblical case for five things God uses to grow BIG faith.  Session titles are 

Big Faith, Practical Teaching, Providential Relationships, Private Disciplines, Personal Ministry, 

and Pivotal Circumstances.

234.13 Hyb Fruit of the Spirit Hybels, Bill

6-session study in one study guide with leader's notes.  Putting others' needs ahead of our own.  

It's the ultimate expression of love--and the hardest.  In this book you'll learn about the life-

transforming qualities God wants to cultivate inside you.  And you'll discover the Holy Spirit who 

empowers you to attain them.

234.2 Rot

Walking by Faith: Lessons 

learned in the dark Rothschild, Jennifer

Author, speaker, and recording artist Jennifer Rothschild knows not everyone sees 20/20.  

Although Jennifer is physically blind, God has taught her to see that living a life based on faith 

rather than sight requires us to look at our situations through a lens that filters out what is seen 

and, instead, focuses on what is unseen--those things that are eternal.

234.2 Str Tough faith questions Strobel, Lee

DVD and accompanying student book have material for 4 sessions.  Leader's guide is stored 

inside the DVD case.  Does the Christian faith stand up to scrutiny--tough scrutiny? How can its 

"loving" God allow so much death and suffering?  Aren't the God of Christianity and the Allah of 

Islam really the same?  Based on Lee Strobel's provocative national TV program of the same 

name, This series features fascinating debates and riveting interviews with Christians, atheists, 

Muslims, and proponents of other faiths as they tackle today's hottest spiritual topics.  

Interviewer and facilitator Lee Strobel concludes each session by offering his own perspective.

235.3 Wri Angels Wright, Vinita

236 Yan

Vanishing Grace: What Ever 

Happened to the Good News? Yancey, Philip

Five-session study includes one DVD and one Study Guide.  Why does the church stir up such 

negative feelings?  While favorable opinions of Christianity have plummeted, interest in 

spirituality is rising.  In this study, Yancey shows the need our world has for grace, and how 

Christians can truly make the gospel good news again.
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236.24 Bur Heaven is for Real Burpo, Todd

5-session study includes 1 DVD, 1book, and 1 Conversation Guide.  Colton Burpo has a message 

for the world: heaven is for real and you're going to like it!  His unexpected trip to heaven and 

back during an emergency appendectomy when he was not quite four years of age has defined 

his life and changed his family forever.  Now you can join Todd, Sonja, and Colton as they answer 

some of the most frequently asked questions about heaven and their family in an interview 

conducted by Natalie Tysdal, a Denver reporter.  This study is designed for your personal use, or 

for use with a small group or your children at home.  Each session in the Conversation Guide is 

designed for your personal use, or for use with a small group or your children at home.  Each 

session provides engaging questions and devotional readings along with relevant Scripture to 

study.  You will not only learn more about the Burpo family and Colton's trip to heaven, you will 

be able to understand and experience God's love and plan for you in an astounding new way.

236.24 Pri Liquid Pries, Jeff Study has 10 sessions on 2 DVD's of true to life stories of characters with real problems.

239 Kel

The Reason for God Study 

Guide and DVD Keller, Timothy

This 6-session study is a Study Guide and DVD in one package.  Captured live and unscripted, 

pastor Timothy Keller meets with a group of people to address their doubts and objections to 

Christianity.  Using literature, philosophy, real-life experiences, and the Bible, Keller and the 

group explore the truth of Christianity.

239 Zac

Jesus Among Other Gods: The 

Absolute Claims of the 

Christian Message Zacharias, Ravi

4-lesson study includes one DVD and 2 combined Facilitator's/Student's Guides.  In this 4-part, 80 

minute documentary style presentation, Ravi Zacharias, contrasts the truth of Jesus Christ with 

the teachings of Islam, Hinduism, and Buddhism.  Featuring dramatic and unique footage from 

exotic religious festivals and ceremonies, as well as everyday street scenes and inspirational 

services documented in over 14 countries, this study is an invigorating and provocative defense 

of the uniqueness of the Christian message.

239.7 Ham When Christians Get It Wrong Hamilton, Adam

Six session study includes one DVD, one Leader Guide, and one book.  Following Jesus can be 

more about open doors than locked fences, more about serving people than judging them, more 

about joyful living than angry fighting.

241 Ash Hot issues: Jesus confronts Ashton, Mark

241.4 McK The Jesus creed McKnight, Scot

Seven week study includes one DVD, one book, and two Companion guides.  This study explores 

how the great Shema  of the Old Testament was transformed by Jesus into the focal point for 

spiritual maturity.  According to the Jesus Creed, loving God and loving others are the greatest 

commandments.  Scot uses biblical characters such as John the Baptist and Peter to explore 

themes important to every Christian.
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242 All

Chase: chasing after the heart 

of God Allen, Jennie

This 8-week study includes 1 DVD, 1 Leader Guide, 1 Study book, 1 set of Ask cards.  A man after 

God's own heart... As David's life weaves throughout the pages of Scripture, we see he was a 

man who spent his life chasing after God.  Chase explores the events that defined David's life and 

the Psalms that flowed out of those experiences.  Through David's example we'll discover what 

God really wants from us.

242 Cym When God's People Pray Cymbala, Jim

Six session study includes one DVD, one Leader's Guide, and one Participant's Guide.  Prayer can 

change lives and circumstances like nothing else can.  In this study Jim Cymbala shows you truths 

about prayer that God has used to turn his own church from a tiny, struggling inner-city 

congregation into a vital, thriving community of believers who pray with passion, focus, and 

faith.

242 Luc

Discovering the Power of 

Prayer Lucado, Max

Four session study includes one CD-book enclosed in a study guide.  This study includes a four-

part audio of Max sharing stories and insights with written materials that provide you with 

"follow along" notes, discussion questions and activities for individual and small group Bible 

studies, and additional comments and thought starters.

242.33 Vos

The Greatest Gift: Unwrapping 

the Full Love Story of Christmas Voskamp, Ann

4-session study includes 1 DVD with Discussion Guide and 1 book.  In The Greatest Gift, Ann 

Voskamp celebrates the majesty of God's greatest Gift to us--His Son, Jesus Christ--through the 

timeless Advent tradition of the Jesse Tree.  In this four-session group study, Ann draws viewers 

deep into Scripture as she explores and illuminates the magnificence of God's Word through the 

unfurling of the greatest love story ever told--God's ardent and relentless pursuit of us.

242.33 Wil

Christmas, The Good, the Bad, 

& the Ugly: An Advent Study 

for Adults Wilke, Richard B.

4 week Advent study contains four identical books.  This study focuses on people in the story of 

Christ's birth--the wise men, the shepherds, and Joseph.  Yet the author reminds us not to forget 

that the evil King Herod is also part of the Christmas story, and how it is because there is evil in 

our world that we so desperately need a Savior.

242.335 

Sla

A Different Kind of Christmas: 

Living and Givinig Like Jesus Slaughter, Mike

5 session study includes 1 DVD with Leader Guide and 2 Devotion books.  Help your church cast a 

vision of living and giving like Jesus, beginning with the Christmas season and continuing through 

the year.  This five-week study helps participants see the traps and discontentment of 

consumerism and the call of God to live generously to fulfill God's mission in the world.

248 Bel Nooma:  Breathe Bell, Rob DVD has content for one stand-alone session.
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248 Bel Nooma:  Corner Bell, Rob

DVD has content for one stand-alone session.  Why is it that often when we get what we want, 

we still feel empty?  We work so hard to succeed, but our lives just end up becoming more about 

us.  Can success turn on us?  Can we get caught up in a smaller world where our lives are all 

about the things that we want?  Or is there another way to live?  Where life is about more than 

just us.  Where we see people in need and we do something about it.  Where our world is 

expanding because we are sharing our success.  And maybe in attempting to save someone else 

from their suffering, we find out that we are actually the ones being saved.

248 Bel Nooma:  Flame Bell, Rob

DVD has content for one stand-alone session.  What's up with the word "love"?  It doesn't have 

much meaning when we use it so loosely.  God created love, and wants us to feel it all in the way 

it's meant to be felt.

248 Bel Nooma:  Luggage Bell, Rob DVD has content for one stand-alone session.

248 Bel Nooma:  Lump Bell, Rob DVD has content for one stand-alone session.

248 Bel Nooma:  Matthew Bell, Rob DVD has content for one stand-alone session.

248 Bel Nooma:  Noise Bell, Rob DVD has content for one stand-alone session.

248 Bel Nooma:  Open Bell, Rob

DVD has content for one stand-alone session.  Does God answer prayer?  Some of us are angry 

with God for not answering the prayers we've prayed for years.  But what if there's more to 

prayer than just God listening and answering?  Maybe if we understood how Jesus prayed, our 

concepts and expectations of prayer would change.

248 Bel Nooma:  Store Bell, Rob

DVD has content for one stand-alone session.  For some of us, it feels like we're constantly on 

the brink of anger, where it doesn't take much to get angry about anything.  And this kind of 

anger can be seen everywhere we go.  But what is really at its root?  Anger is often looked at as a 

bad thing, but are there things actually worth getting angry about?  Maybe if we had a better 

understanding of our anger and where it comes from, we can learn how to channel it toward 

something constructive--something that's bigger than ourselves.

248 Bel Nooma:  Today Bell, Rob

DVD has content for one stand-alone session.  Some of us have come to believe that our best 

days may actually be behind us.  But if we're in some way hung up on the past, what does that 

mean for our lives now?If we're longing for the way things used to be, what does that really say 

about our understanding and appreciation of our lives today?  Maybe we need to learn to 

embrace our past for what it is, in order to live our lives to the fullest, right here, right now.
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248 Bel Nooma:  Whirlwind Bell, Rob

DVD has content for one stand-alone session.  A lot of us have gone through times in our lives 

that are difficult.  During these times we want answers, we want to know why.  But we don't 

always get the answers; sometimes we are left wondering.  Maybe there are times we need to 

be released from having to have all the answers.  And maybe it's when we're released that we 

are able to see there may be more going on here than we realize.

248 Bel Nooma:  You Bell, Rob

DVD has content for one stand-alone session.  Some of the central claims of the Christian faith 

are the source of many discussions and heated debates.  Maybe some of our discussions would 

change significantly if we had more insight into the actual circumstances that surrounded the 

first people of the Christian movement--if we had a better understanding of the things they did in 

the context of the world they lived in.  Maybe some of the claims of the Christian faith that we 

typically perceive to be unique aren't really that special at all.  And at the the same time maybe 

we don't always put enough emphasis on the things that truly should matter in our lives.

248 Bel Nooma: Bullhorn Bell, Rob

DVD has material for one session.  God loves everyone, so a Christian should too. In fact, Jesus 

said that the most important thing in life is to love God with everything we've got and love 

others the same way.  But it's not always easy to love everyone around us, is it?  Sometimes we 

strongly disagree with other people's political views, religious beliefs, behaviors, or something 

else, and it makes it hard to love them when we feel like we're right and they're very wrong.  But 

Jesus doesn't separate loving God and loving others.  So maybe the best way for us to show our 

love for God is actually by loving other people no matter how hard it sometimes is.  Maybe it's 

the only way.

248 Bel Nooma: Dust Bell, Rob

DVD has one session.  Believing in God is important, but what about God believing in us?  

Believing that we can actually be the kind of people we were meant to be.  People of love, 

compassion, peace, forgiveness and hope.  People who try to do the right thing all of the time.  

Who act on the endless opportunities around us every day for good, beauty, and truth.  It's easy 

for us to sometimes get down on ourselves.  To feel "not good enough" or feel like we don't have 

what it takes.  But maybe if we had more insight into the culture that Jesus grew up on and some 

of the radical things he did, we'd understand the faith that God has in all of us.

248 Bel Nooma: Kickball Bell, Rob DVD has content for one stand-alone session.
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248 Bel Nooma: Open Bell, Rob

Study includes one 12-minute DVD and Discussion Guide.  Five extra guides are included.  Many 

of us have experienced situations where we've prayed and it felt like God wasn't listening, and 

sometimes He does.  Does God answer prayer?  What if there's more to prayer than just God 

listening and answering/  maybe if we understood how jesus prayed, our concepts and 

expectations of prayer would change.

248 Bel Nooma: Rhythm Bell, Rob

DVD has content for one stand-alone session.  What does it mean to have a relationship with 

God?  What does it look like?  For a lot of us it's a hard thing to fully understand it.  If God is an 

infinite spirit with no shape or form, how can we possibly relate to that?  And what about Jesus?  

He said he came to give everyone life in its fullest.  He came to show us how to live.  Maybe it's 

through trusting Jesus and living the kind of life he taught us to live--a life of truth, love, justice, 

compassion, forgiveness, and sacrifice--that we have a relationship with God.  Maybe the way we 

live every day, every single choice we make, determines how in tune with God we are.

248 Bel Nooma: Rich Bell, Rob DVD has content for one stand-alone session.

248 Bel Nooma: Sunday Bell, Rob

248 Eas Beginning in Christ together Eastman, Brett

DVD has 6 sessions.  Five biblical purposes that make up a high-impact Christian life--fellowship, 

discipleship, ministry, evangelism, and worship.  Walk in the footsteps of those first disciples.

248 Eas Growing in Christ together Eastman, Brett

Study guide and DVD; 6 sessions showing the value and the nature of a life of discipleship, as 

modeled by Jesus.

248 Jer

A Life Beyond Amazing: 9 

Decisions that will Transform 

Your Life Today Jeremiah, David

Eleven session study includes 12 DVDs, one Study/Leader's Guide, one hardcover book, eleven 

Scripture cards, and a 30-day Devotional.  Why were people in the first century so drawn to Jesus 

of Nazareth?  The traits that Jesus demonstrated in His life were traits empowered by the Spirit 

of God who filled Him.  The apostle Paul called these traits "the fruit of the Spirit."  Dr. Jeremiah 

explores each of the nine traits of a Spirit-filled life as outlined by Paul--traits that produce a life 

beyond amazing.

248 Kel

Gospel in Life: Grace Changes 

Everything Keller, Timothy

8 session DVD.  Gospel in life is an intensive eight-session course on the gospel and how it is lived 

out in all of life--first in your heart, then in your community, and then out into the world.  In each 

session, Keller presents a ten-minute teaching segment on the gospel.
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248 Moo Bible Studies...Women, vol 1 Moore, Beth

DVDs provide 6 individual, stand-alone bible studies with reproducible viewer guides in a PDF 

format.  They are useful in a variety of settings: a time gap between longer Bible studies, in-ome 

studies with friends, women's Sunday School classes, a special event or retreat, or when a Bible 

study leader must be absent.

248 Ort

The Life You've Always 

Wanted: Spiritual Disciplines 

for Ordinary People Ortberg, John

Six session study includes one DVD, one Leader's Guide, and one Participant's Guide.  If you 

suspect there's more to Christianity than what you've experienced, John Ortberg invites you to 

join him on a road to transformation and spiritual vigor that anyone can take.  Cultivate new 

intimacy and confidence in prayer.  Taste the benefits of slowing life's frenetic pace.  Learn how 

to be guided by the Holy Spirit...and more.

248 Raw The Faith of a Mockingbird Rawle, Matt

4 session study includes one DVD, one Leader Guide, and one study book.  The Faith of a 

Mockingbird, based on Harper Lee's To Kill a Mockingbird,  uses Lee's characters to explore our 

place in the world and God's story as well as what it means to live out a hopeful faith in a broken 

world.

248 Sta

Christian: It's Not What You 

Think Stanley, Andy

8 session study includes 1 DVD and one Participant's Guide.  According to Andy Stanley, the 

words used to describe Christians today often bear no resemblance to what Jesus wanted his 

followers to be known for.

248 Sta

Christian: It's Not What You 

Think Stanley, Andy

Eight session study includes one DVD and one Participant's Guide.  According to Andy Stanley, 

the words used to describe Christians today often bear no resemblance to what Jesus wanted his 

followers to be known for.  Participants will learn: What one word should be descriptive of every 

Christian; How Jesus followers should treat those who are outside the faith; Why people love 

Jesus but can't stand his followers.

248 Sta Twisting the Truth Stanley, Andy

Six-session study includes one DVD and one Participant's Guide.  This study exposes some 

common ways God's truth gets twisted.  Each one has the potential to destroy your 

relationships, cloud your decisions, and distort your perception of him.  This study helps us 

discover the ways the truth gets twisted in our lives and culture and how we can recognize and 

overcome them.

248 Sta

What Makes You Happy: It's 

Not What You'd Expect Stanley, Andy

Six session study includes one DVD and one Participant's/Leader's Guide.  In this study, Andy 

Stanley explores the three things all happy people have in common.  Then he goes on to describe 

how these three things can be realities for you as well.

248 Wom Discovering God's will for your , Guidebook has 12 sessions.
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248.2 Bat All In Batterson, Mark

Four-session study includes a DVD and Study Guide. This study is a call to complete consecration.  

If Jesus is not Lord of all then He is not Lord at all.  Many people think they are following Jesus, 

but the reality is, they've invited Jesus to follow them.  They call Him Savior, but they've never 

surrendered to Him as Lord.  You will be challenged to make defining decisions and follow Jesus 

in ways you may have never dreamed before.

248.3 Bat The Circle Maker Batterson, Mark

Four-session study includes one DVD, one Participant's Guide, and one book.  This curriculum 

helps participants understand what it means to dream God-sized dreams, pray with boldness, 

and think long-term.  You will learn how to draw prayer circles around your dreams, your family, 

and the promises of God.

248.3 She Intercessory Prayer Sheets, Cutch

Eight session study includes one DVD and one book.  If God is all-powerful, why does He need us 

to pray?  If we pray and nothing happens, does this mean that God isn't listening?  If you've ever 

felt that your prayers don't count, Intercessory Prayer will show you just how vital your prayers 

are.  Teacher Dutch Sheets explains with wisdom and humor the nuts and bolts of prayer.

248.4 Alc Happiness Alcorn, Randy

Six session study contains two DVDs, one book, and one Study book.  As Christians we are 

supposed to radiate joy, peace, and contentment so that others are naturally drawn to us 

because they want what we have.  Unfortunately, many Christians are taught early on that God 

doesn't want us to be happy, just holy, and that He himself isn't happy.  In this study, Randy 

Alcorn dispels centuries of misconceptions about happiness and provides indisputable proof that 

God not only wants us to be happy but also commands it in the pages of His Word.

248.4 Bat Surrendered and Untamed Batterson, Mark

4-week study. 1 Participant's guide, 1 DVD.  The Surrendered and Untamed DVD is your jumping 

off point for exploring how faith can become an adventure.  As explorer Alex Harris battles the 

physical and emotional realities of frostbite, crevasse fields, ninety-mile-an-hour winds, and 

intense loneliness on-screen, you will begin to grapple with the extremes of life with God--pain, 

beauty, jubilation, brokenness--by using the participant's guide.  You may not be in Antarctica, 

but you will find parallels with your own emotional, psychological, and spiritual journey.
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248.4 Blu

Blueprint for Life: Discovering 

the Life You Were Born to Live , 

8-session study contains 1 audio disc with 10 audio messages, Leader's Guide, 1 booklet of "My 

Personal Blueprint", 1 "Personal Life Cards", 1 chart.  Blueprint for Life is a landmark experience 

revealing that Christians don't have to max out in their life to reach their full potential.  Soul-

searching exercises reveal the unique marks God left on your soul when He created you.  From 

this foundation, you will create a life blueprint containing goals and action steps for five key 

areas of life:  Spiritual, Relational, Physical, Financial, and Career, giving you a set of personalized 

plans for your life.

248.4 Bri

Experience Life:  Learning to 

follow Jesus in a me-centered 

world Briscoe, Pete

4-session Bible Study includes 2 DVDs, one 52 page Leader's Guide, six 32 page workbooks.  

Every day, the world screams at us, "You're number one.  Look out for yourself--your own 

comfort and happiness."  But that's not what Jesus said.  He told us to follow him.  And following 

him means we're not number one--Jesus is.  In these four sessions, Pete Vriscoe explores what it 

means to  surrender to Jesus and the dynamic impact following Christ will have on our personal 

lives, our relationships, and our service to others.

248.4 Cha Crazy Love Chan, Francis

Study includes 1 DVD containing 10 chapters with study questions, and 1 interactive workbook.  

One copy of the book, Crazy Love, is available for check-out.  This DVD Study Resource is a 

companion to the best-selling Crazy Love book.  This ten-week DVD follows a day-in-the-life of 

Francis Chan in the form of ten teaching segments that correspond to each chapter of Crazy 

Love.  These thought-provoking teachings are designed to initiate discussion, interaction, and 

practical application of the Crazy Love message of how to have a passionate love relationship 

with God.

248.4 Hyb Simplify: unclutter your soul Hybels, Bill

4 session study includes one DVD, one book, and one Participant's Guide.  In this four-week DVD 

study, Bill Hybels shares his own story of the wake-up call that changed everything--and the steps 

he took to simplify his life before it was too late.  You'll discover how to stop living at a frenetic 

pace and begin charting a new course toward satisfaction, purpose, and significance.  Join Bill to 

discover the power of simplicity in your schedule, work, finances relationships, and soul.

248.4 Hyb

The Power of a Whisper: 

Hearing God. Having the Guts 

to Respond. Hybels, Bill

Four-session study includes one DVD, one Leader's Guide, and one Participant's Guide.  In this 

video curriculum, you will learn how to discern the "voice" of God from the other voices that vie 

for your attention, how to invite his input into your daily routine, how to "practice" his presence 

and how to allow heaven-sent input to direct your life toward making a kingdom-oriented 

difference in this world.
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248.4 Luc Anxious for Nothing Lucado, Max

Five session study includes one DVD and one Study Guide.  Max Lucado explores God's promises 

in Philippians 4:4-8 and shows that while anxiety is part of life, it doesn't have to dominate life.  

You can stop letting anxiety rule your day and find true calm and contentment in Christ.

248.4 McD

Christ Up Close & Personal: 

How to  Lead Your Family to 

Discover the Real Truth About 

God's Spirit & His Word McDowell, Josh

13-Session Interactive Course for Adult Groups.  Module #1: Five DVD sessions approximately 30 

minutes each featuring Josh McDowell. DVD Leaders Guide with creative activities for additional 

30 minutes of group discussion.  Module #2:  Eight-session interactive course with leader 

instructions, reproducible handouts and innovative troup activities for eight 60-minute lessons.  

Supplemental:  The Relational Word book as a companion to the 13-session course.  Three-

session DVD presentation by Josh McDowell on "The Reliability of Scripture."  An entire 

generation of young people will continue to struggle and even leave the church for good unless 

they come face-to-face with the empowering presence of the Holy Spirit and discover how to live 

a life of Christlikeness.  And that is unlikely to happen until and unless we as parents and 

gatekeepers of youth lead by example.

248.4 

McM

Encountering God in the Old 

Testament McMakin, Jacqueline

Book (no DVD) has 6 sessions.  This book initiates a journey of spiritual discovery through 

connection with the God of Biblical tradition.  This exploration of Old Testament images and 

stories brings a vital awareness of God at work in our lives today.

248.4 Ort God is closer than you think Ortberg, John

DVD has 6 sessions.  Set contains CD-ROM with sermon resources and promotional resources.  

This book reveals the face of God waiting to be discovered in the complex mosaic of your life.  He 

shows you God's hand stretching toward you.  And, with his gift for storytelling, Ortberg 

illustrates the ways in which you can reach toward God in return and complete the connection--

to your joy and his.

248.4 Ort

If you want to walk on water, 

you've got to get out of the 

boat Ortberg, John

DVD with 6 sessions.  This study helps your group answer Christ's call to a greater faith, power-

filled deeds, and a new way of knowing Him.  You will discover how to discern God's call, 

transcend fear, risk faith, manage failure, and trust God.
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248.4 Ort Life you've always wanted Ortberg, John

Six session study with one DVD and participant's guide.  If you're tired of the status quo--if you 

suspect there's more to Christianity than what you've experienced--John Ortberg invites you to 

join him on a road to transformation and spiritual vigor that anyone can take.  Cultivate new 

intimacy and confidence in prayer.  Discover the freedom of secrecy.  Taste the benefits of 

slowing life's frenetic pace.  Learn how to be guided by the Holy Spirit...and more.  As in a 

marathon, the secret lies not in trying harder, but in training consistently.  The spiritual 

disciplines are exercises that strengthen your endurance race on the road of growth.

248.4 Ren

A Way Through the Wilderness: 

Growiing in Faith When Life is 

Hard Renfroe, Rob

Six-week study includes one DVD and one Leader Guide.  Rob Renfroe explores the wilderness 

experience--what it is, how we get there, why God allows it, and how we can get through it God's 

way, so that we learn the lessons he has for us, lessons that can be learned only in the desolate 

seasons of life when we are totally dependent on God.

248.4 Sla

Christmas Is Not Your Birthday: 

Living and Giving Like Jesus Slaughter, Mike

Study includes 5 session DVD, Leader Guide, book, and book of devotions.  A Different Kind of 

Christmas is a practical and inspiring study for the Advent season.  This five-week study will 

empower you to reclaim the broader missional meaning of Jesus' birth and experience a 

Christmas season with more peace and joy than any toyt or gadget could ever bring.

248.4 Sta

Guardrails: Avoiding Regrets in 

your Life Stanley, Andy

6-session study on one DVD.  Guardrails, they're everywhere, but they don't really get much 

attention...until somebody hits one.  And then, more often than not, it is a lifesaver.  Your 

friendships, your finances, your marriage.  Maybe your greatest regret could have benn avoided 

if you had established guardrails.

248.4 Sta

Taking Responsibility for Your 

Life, because nobody else will Stanley, Andy

4-lesson study includes 1 DVD and one Participant's guide.  Wouldn't it be great if we all took 

responsibility for the things we are responsible for?  It's time to stop finger-pointing and excuse-

making and to remove the "ir" in "irresponsible."  In this four-session, video-based study, Andy 

Stanley shows you how to take authentic responsibility for the things in your life.

248.4 Ter

The Best Yes: Making Wise 

Decisions in the Midst of 

Endless Demands Terkeurst, Lysa

6-session study includes 1 DVD and one Study Guide.  Author Lysa TerKeurst will help you: Cure 

the disease to please with a biblical understanding of the command to love.  Escape the guilt of 

disappointing others by learning the secret of the small no.  Overcome the agony of hard choices 

by embracing a wisdom-based decision-making process.  Rise above the rush of endless demands 

and discover your Best Yes today.

248.4 Van In the dust of the rabbi Vander Laan, Ray

DVD has 5 sessions.  Opens your eyes to the land and culture in which the disciples learned to 

follow Jesus.
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248.4 War

The Purpose Driven Life: What 

On Earth Am I Here For? Warren, Rick

6-session study contains one DVD, one book. one Study Guide, and one book of meditations.  

This is the expanded version of The Purpose Driven Life.  On this journey you'll find the answers 

to 3 of life's most important questions:  the question of existence, the question of significance, 

the question of purpose.  Living out the purpose you were created for moves you beyond mere 

survival and success to a life of significance--the life you were meant to live.

248.4 War The purpose-driven life Warren, Rick

248.5 Idl not a fan. Idleman, Kyle

Six session study includes 2 DVD's, one leader's guide, one follower's journal.  Twenty times in 

the New Testament, Jesus issued a compelling and challenging invitation to Follow Him.  He's not 

interested in mere fans.  He doesn't want enthusiastic admirers.  He wants Completely 

Committed Followers.  This study examines what it means to deny one's self and truly follow 

Jesus.

248.6 Eas Serving Like Christ Together Eastman, Brett

Six session study in one book.  Experiencing Christ Together helps your group explore the five 

biblical purposes that make up a high-impact Christian life--fellowship, discipleship, ministry, 

evangelism, and worship.  Jesus perfectly lived out God's purposes for his life, and he taught his 

followers how to do the same.  As you walk in the footsteps of those first disciples by listening to 

and watching Jesus through these studies, you and your group will be transformed.

248.6 Hyb

Love in Action: Experiencing 

the Joy of Serving Hybels, Bill

Six session study in one book.  How can you identify fully devoted followers of Christ?  Their 

servant lifestyle gives them away!  In our "me-first" culture, servanthood is the earmark of men 

and women who have discovered the joy of giving.  But the secret to servanthood isn't running 

yourself ragged trying to be everything to everyone--it's pouring freely out of a full cup the things 

you were designed to give.  Love in Action shows how to break the back of self-centeredness and 

experience the satisfaction of serving others wisely and effectively.  You'll discover how sharing 

your unique personal resources and spiritual gifts can become a source of strength to others, 

worship and praise to God, and a personal delight that nothing else can match!
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248.6 Ort

2 Corinthians: Serving from the 

Heart Ortberg, John

Six session study in one book.  Jesus came to serve, sacrifice, and die.  His humble lifestyle flies in 

the face of the conventional wisdom of a society that is fixated on getting more and clawing our 

way to the top.  Not only did the Savior model a life of extraordinary service, he called his 

followers to join him in this mission.  In 2 Corinthians we find a pathway to Jesus-like living.  Paul 

calls us to align our hearts and lives with the way of the Savior and offer authentic love, amazing 

grace, extravagant generosity, and humble service.  As we do this, we are shaped into the image 

of the One who served so hard he ended up on a cross.

248.8 Car

Journey 101: Knowing, Loving, 

Serving God: Steps to the Life 

God Intends Cartmill, Carol

This three-part course contains one each of the program components: Participant Guide (one for 

each study; three total); Leader Guide (one for each study; three total);  set of 3 DVDs; Journey 

101 Daily Readings of ninety devotions (thirty devotions per study); Preview Book.  Journey 101 

is a three-part course that guides participants on the journey of growing as a Christian.  Utilizing 

15 core traits of a deeply committed Christian, the series guides participants in knowing, loving, 

and serving God. Designed as an in-class experience (with no homework outside of class), each of 

the three separate, interactive six-week studies uses a group teaching format, featuring video 

instruction combined with small group discussion.

248.8 Gof

Love Does: Discover a Secretly 

Incredible Life in an Ordinary 

World Goff, Bob

5-session study includes 1 DVD and 1 Study Guide.  This is a study about God's love, one that 

changes things.  It's active.  This isn't a love you can earn, buy, or win.  It's something bigger and 

better.  Each session of the study explores a different aspect of God's active love through the 

stories of Bob Goff.

248.8 Luc

Anxious for Nothing: Finding 

Calm in a Chaotic World Lucado, Max

Five session study includes one DVD and one Study Guide.  In this five-session study, Max Lucado 

shows that while anxiety is part of life, it doesn't have to dominate life.  As you follow God's 

prescription for worry--celebrate his goodness, ask for help, leave your concerns with him, 

meditate on good things--you will experience his peace.  You can stop letting anxiety rule your 

day and find true calm and contentment in Christ.
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248.8 Luc Fearless Lucado, Max

1 DVD provides study for 6 sessions; separate CD contains sermon tips, guidelines for 

implementing a churchwide campaign, and materials for promoting your group study or sermon 

series; folder contains separate leader's guide and a small group discussion guide.  Can you 

imagine your life without fear?  Each sunrise seems to bring fresh reasons for fear.  They're 

talking layoffs at work, slowdowns in the economy, flare-ups in the Middle East, and upswings in 

global warming.  But what if faith, not fear, was your default reaction to threats?  If you could 

hover a fear magnet over your heart and extract every last shaving of dread, insecurity, and 

doubt, what would remain?  Based on Max Lucado's timely book, the Fearless DVD-Based Study 

addresses these questions and more, taking an honest and hopeful look at what can happen 

when fear meets faith.

248.8 Luc

You'll Get Through This: Hope 

and Help for Your Turbulent 

Times Lucado, Max

Six-session study includes 1 DVD, 1 Study Guide, and 1 hardcover book.  Max Lucado offers 

refreshing assurance for anyone in the idst of turbulent times.  Max reminds you God doesn't 

promise that getting through trials will be quick or painless.   It wasn't for Joseph--tossed in a pit 

by his brothers, sold into slavery, wrongfully imprisoned, forgotten and dismissed--but his Old 

Testament story is in the Bible as a reminder to trust God to trump evil.  With the compassion of 

a pastor and the heart of a storyteller, Max explores the story of Joseph and the truth of Genesis 

50:20: what Satan intends for evil, God redeems for good.

248.8 Par

You matter more than you 

think Parrot, Leslie

6 session video Bible study--- In this poignant and vulnerable series, Leslie Parrott shows you how 

each hodgepodge piece of your life, no matter how haphazard, represents a part of what you do 

and who you are.  Through the video segments and workbook, Leslie will show you how every 

moment, when collected into a loving human heart, can become a treasure.

248.8 Par Parenting:  The Early Years Parrott, Les

Box contains 1 hardback book--The Parent You Want To Be; 2 softcover workbooks, and 3 folders 

of 2 DVD's each for a total of 6 sessions. Who you are matters more than what you do.  When 

your kids are all grown up, how will they remember you?  In these six sessions, Drs. Les and 

Leslie Parrott will take you through a parenting approach you won't find in any other parenting 

resource.  In reality TV style, take a sneak peek at the real-life parenting moments and vulnerable 

questions from 20 families.  Discover 10 Biblical traits that will make you a better person and a 

better parent.  Then, begin to intentionally pass on key traits to your kids.
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248.8 Shi

Breathe: Making Room for 

Sabbath Shirer, Priscilla

Five session study includes 2 DVDs and two Study Guides.  With a jam-packed life, what's missing 

is space--space for God to speak, room for you to hear.  It's time to set aside the activities and 

busyness that swallows up rest and peace.  It's time for us to breathe and build margin into our 

lives for God.  Join Priscilla and discover Sabbath margin--the boundary God enables us to put 

around things we enjoy so that we never become slaves again.

248.8 Tac

Focus on the Family's The Truth 

Project: An In-Depth Christian 

Worldview Experience Tackett, Del

This 12-lesson DVD-based study is contained on an 8 DVD set.  This project is an attempt to 

engage in the battle for truth.  It is designed to build a systematic and comprehensive biblical 

framework by studying God's blueprint for all of life.

248.8 Vos

The Broken Way: a daring path 

into the abundant life Voskamp, Ann

Six session study includes one DVD and one Study Guide.  In this study Ann Voskamp takes us on 

a personal journey along the broken way.  The broken way beckons you into more time, more 

meaning, more authentic relationships.  There's a way, expecially when things aren't shaping up 

quite like you imagined, that makes life take the shape of more--more abundance, more 

intimacy, more God.

248.83 Bat Chase the goose Batterson, Mark

2 DVDs contain material for 6 sessions.  It's not supposed to be.  Unfortunately, many Christ-

followers have been domesticated.  Like caged animals in a zoo, we mindlessly and heartlessly 

trudge through our day-to-day lives. No thrills.  No excitement.  No adventure.  But what if we 

could break out of the cage and reclaim a sense of spiritual adventure?  The Celtic Christians 

seemed to capture a life like that well with their name for the Holy spirit--An Geadh-Glas, or the 

Wild Goose.  Bestselling author Mark Batterson argues that life in step with the Holy Spirit is a 

little like a Wild Goose chase--mysterious, unpredictable, and adventuresome.  Based on the 

bestselling Wild Goose Chase, Chase the Goose is a Bible study inviting you to break out of the 

cages of responsibility, routine, assumptions, guilt, failure, and fear, and to start reclaiming the 

spiritual adventure God has planned for all Christ-followers.  So if you're ready, it's time to begin 

the Wild Goose chase; God only knows where it will take you.

248.84 Bak Joy at work Bakke, Dennis W.

248.84 Eld Wild at heart Eldredge, John

3-DVD's, 1-hardback book, 1-facilitator's guide,  2-participant's manuals, 2-posters to announce 

study
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248.84 

Moo

To Live Is Christ:  The Life and 

Ministry of Paul Moore, Beth

10-11 session Study includes 6 DVDs, 1 study book, 1 Leader Guide.  In this study you will get to 

know Paul as a man who formed many close friendships with both men and women.  He served 

faithfully and loved heartily.  This study will challenge and encourage you as you gain a new 

appreciation of servanthood.  More than any other person, Paul provides us an example of sold-

out servanthood.  He understood what it means to die daily, crucified with Christ.  As a result, 

Paul shows us how to live fully as a bond slave to Christ.

248.843 

Ehm

Let. It.  Go.: How to Stop 

Running the Show and Start 

Walking in Faith Ehman, Karen

Six-session study includes 1 DVD and 1 study guide.  God called.  He'd like His job back.  This 

humorous, yet thought-provoking study will help you find the freedom and reward of living "out 

of control," allowing God to be seated in the rightful place in your life.  with relevant biblical and 

current examples, new thought patterns, and practical tools to implement, this study will enable 

you to control what you should and trust God with what you can't.

248.843 

Hea Becoming a woman of Grace Heald, Cynthia

This book has 11 chapters/sessions.  This book explores many ways God's grace has already 

enriched your life and how you can know his grace more fully and then extend it to others.

248.843 Breaking free Moore, Beth (6 DVDs comined have 11 sessions.)

248.843 

Moo Breaking Free: Updated Edition Moore, Beth

11-week study contains contains 6 DVDs, 2 Leader guides, 1 Study guide.  Breaking Free Updated 

Edition is an in-depth study of freedom in Christ, based on the book of Isaiah.  Members will 

identify five primary benefits of the Christian life.  They will explore what keeps believers from 

living in a daily experience of those benefits, and they will learn how to develop the lifestyle of 

obedience that leads to true freedom.

248.843 

Moo

Esther: It's Tough Being A 

Woman Moore, Beth

Kit contains 6 DVDs for a total of 10 sessions, a leader guide, and one member book.  Join Beth 

Moore in an in-depth and very personal examination of this great story of threat and 

deliverance.  If you've ever felt inadequate, threatened, or pushed into situations that seemed 

overpowering, this is the study for you.  Just as it was tough being a woman in Esther's day, it's 

tough today.  Beth peels back the layers of history and shows how very contemporary and 

applicable the story of Esther is to our lives.  This portion of God's Word contains treasures to aid 

us in our hurried, harried, and pressured lives.
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248.843 

Moo

Sacred Secrets: A Living Proof 

Live Experience Moore, Beth

5- or 6-week study includes 2 DVDs and at least one study journal.  In a world obsessed with 

sensationalism, not all hidden things are poisonous and dark.  Some secrets are forgiven, some 

are covered, and some are kept between you and God.  Beth Moore explores the power and 

positives of secrets.  Find out what happens when we let God teach us "wisdom in the secret 

heart" (Ps. 51: 6).

248.86 Swi Getting through the tough stuff Swindoll, Charles R.

Book has 14 chapters.  Despite our deep-seated and very natural desire for a trouble-free, happy, 

secure existence, Christians everywhere face family struggles, financial crises, debilitating 

deseases, and crushing disappointments.  So what do you do when life gets so tough you think 

you can't endure another minute?

253.7 Sta

Community: Starting Well in 

Your Small Group Stanley, Andy

This 8-session study includes 1 DVD and 1 Conversation Guide. In this video-based study, 

specifically designed for launching new small groups well, you'll explore how building deep 

relationships with the people in your small group and  serving in the larger community around 

you will grow your faith.  You'll learn why your unique story matters...to God and to the  people 

you do life with.

261 Ske

The Mayberry Bible Study, Vol. 

1 Skelton, Stephen

Vol. 1 features lessons and discussions based on four classic "primetime parables."  Lesson 1:  

Serve wholeheartedly, as if you were serving the Lord, not men.  Lesson 2:  I will listen to what 

God the Lord will say; he promises peace to his people, his saints--but let them not return to 

folly.  Lesson 3:  "Blessed are the merciful, for they will be shown mercy."  Lesson 4:  Commit to 

the Lord whatever you do, and your plans will succeed.

261 Ske

The Mayberry Bible Study, Vol. 

3 Skelton, Stephen

Vol. 3 features lessons and discussions based on four classic "primetime parables."  Lesson 1:  

Even though I walk through the valley of the shadow of death, I will fear no evil, for you are with 

me; your rod and your staff, they comfort me.  Lesson 2:  A patient man has great understanding, 

but a quick-tempered man displays folly.  Lesson 3: A gossip betrays a confidence, but a 

trustworthy man keeps a secret.  Lesson 4:  And this is my prayer:  that your love may abound 

more and more in knowledge and depth of insight, so that you may be able to discern what is 

best...

261 Ske

The Mayberry Bible Study, Vol. 

4 Skelton, Stephen

Vol. 4 features lessons and discussions based on four classic "primetime parables."  Lesson 1:  

"...What is highly valued among men is detestable in God's sight."  Lesson 2:  "Watch and pray so 

that you will not fall into temptation.  The spirit is willing , but the body is weak."  Lesson 3:  But 

encourage one another daily, as long as it is called Today, so that none of you may be hardened 

by sin's deceitfulness.  Lesson 4:  For lack of guidance a nation falls, but many advisors make 

victory sure.
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263 War The Purpose of Christmas Warren, Rick

Case contains 1 book, 1 DVD for a 3 session study for groups and families, and 1 study guide.  

Rick Warren leads you through a video-based study on the true purpose of Christmas.  Teaching 

from the Gospel of Luke in three sessions, he helps you see not one but three purposes of 

Christmas announced by the angel at the birth of Jesus.  You will discover why Christmas is God's 

idea and why Jesus is the greatest gift God gave to the world.  Once you understand the purpose 

of Christmas, your life will never be the same.

263.91 Sla Down to Earth Slaughter, Mike

Four session study includes one DVD and one Leader Guide.  Have we ever really grasped the 

miracle that took place in Jesus' birth?  Join Mike Slaughter and Rachel Billups as they explore 

what the Christmas miracle means to each of us.  Using story and Scripture, they challenge us to 

respond during Advent with down-to-earth love, humility, lifestyle, and obedience.

263.91 Van The True Christmas Story Vander Laan, Ray

Travel with Ray Vander Laan to Israel to discover truths about the events surrounding the birth of 

Jesus.  See the mouth of a cave much like the one in which Jesus was born.  See true mangers 

hewn from solid blocks of rock.  However, your journey begins at Herod's palace.  Ray Vander 

Laan weaves the archaeological evidence with biblical teachings and the historical record to 

contrast two kings:  Herod and Jesus.

263.915 

McK

Advent Conspiracy: Can 

Christmas Still Change the 

World? McKinley, Rick

Four session study includes one DVD and one book.  Advent Conspiracy shows you how to 

substitute consumption with compassion by practicing four simple, but powerful, countercultural 

concepts: worship fully, spend less, give more, and love all.

263.92 Orv Revealed in Red

Ohio River Valley of 

UMC, Study includes one deck of cards and two Small Group Guides.

263.93 Van The True Easter Story Vander Laan, Ray

1 DVD. Travel with Ray VanderLaan to the land of Israel and discover fascinating truths about the 

events surrounding the death and resurrection of Jesus.  Using his knowledge of ancient Jewish 

holidays and little-known customs, Vander Laan probes the true depth of the Easter story as it 

begins 2000 years earlier with a simple promise between a man called Abraham and Almighty 

God.  God's keeping of that promise reveals a masterpiece of love for humankind, love fully 

realized centuries later in Jesus' resurrection and his gift of eternal life.

268 Gum The alpha course Gumbel, Nicky 15 Sessions\2 disks

268 Rig Thirty discipleship exercises Riggs, Charlie 30 topics

269.1 Ste Caring evangelism , At this time we have only participants manual, no visuals
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270.1 Sev Peter and Paul Severance, Diana Lynn

13-session study includes one DVD and one Teacher's Guide with copyable student worksheets.  

This network television mini-series brings to life the precarious exisence of early Christianity.  The 

new movement is beset by violent opposition from without and constant turmoil from within.  

Peter and Paul struggle to keep the faith alive, through three epochal decades.  Included are the 

stoning of Stephen, the road to Damascus, their encounter in Jerusalem, their conflicts over how 

the word of Christ should be spread.  The drama concludes in Rome about A.D. 64 with the 

deaths of Paul and Peter.

287 Har

A Disciple's Path: Deepening 

Your Relationship with Christ 

and the Church Harnish, James A.

This Daily Workbook is a program that guides individuals to take the next step in discipleship and 

become dynamic, engaged followers of Jesus Christ.  The study combines a Wesleyan 

understanding of our growth in God's love and grace with the time-tested practices of spiritual 

discipline.  Participants will develop spiritual practices, discover their unique gifts, and become 

engaged in ministry that brings transformation in their own lives, the lives of others, and the 

world.

287 UMC United Methodism 101 , 

Study includes two copies of the CD-ROM and one Leader's Guide.  This study answers some of 

the most frequently asked questions about The United Methodist denomination.  The topics 

include an introduction to United Methodist history and basic beliefs established in the faith, 

details about the evolved structure of the church, and challenges the denomination faces in the 

modern world today.

290 Ham

Christianity and World 

Religions: Wrestling With 

Questions People Ask Hamilton, Adam

Hard case contains one study book, one Leader's Guide, one Pastor's Guide with CD, and one 

DVD. This six-week, video-based small-group study that explores four major world religions--

Hinduism, Buddhism, Islam, and Judaism--and compares the beliefs of each with those of 

Christianity.  It deals openly and honestly with questions people ask about other religions, 

including why we should believe the claims of Christianity over those of other faiths.  As part of 

the study, Hamilton interviews a religious leader from each tradition.  He treats the world 

religions with great respect, recognizing the unique contributions of each.  He closes by distilling 

the essential beliefs of Christianity, in light of the other religious beliefs that have been 

presented.

296.43 

Lem Feast Leman, Derek

2 DVDs have 6 session format.  Feast calls Christ-followers back to their roots, exploring the 

historical and contemporary practices of the Jewish calendar, as in described Leviticus 23, along 

with offering suggestions of how to incorporate these traditions appropriately into their lives.
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305.244 

Art

Midlife Manual for Men:  

Finding Significance in the 

Second Half Arterburn, Stephen

This study contains 1 DVD; 1 CD-ROM; 1 book; 1 Study Manual for 7 sessions.  Ignore the midlife 

jokes and stereotypes and see the "middle" years for what they really are:  the absolute best 

phase of life thus far.  You might not sense it yet, but all along your life, God has been showing 

and teaching you everything you need for a great second half. Steve Arterburn and John Shore 

will help you discover how your past and present--and all that you've tried to be--is the exact raw 

material you need to become the man you want to be.

306.8 Hyb Marriage Hybels, Bill

Book has all-in-one leader and student guide for 6 sessions.  Recapture the thrill in your 

marriage, maintain and build upon it, create a lasting relationship.  Inteded for a couples' group.

306.8 Ken War Room Kendrick, Stephen

5-Session study includes one DVD (not the movie) and one Study Book.  Tony and Elizabeth 

Jordan have it all--great jobs, a beautiful daughter, and their dream house.  But appearances can 

be deceiving.  Their world is actually crumbling under the strain of a failing marriage.  While Tony 

basks in his professional success and flirts with temptation, Elizabeth resigns herself to increasing 

bitterness.  But their lives take an unexpected turn when Elizabeth meets her newest client, Miss 

Clara, and is challenged to establish a "war room" and a battle plan of prayer for her family.  As 

Elizabeth tries to fight for her family, Tony's hidden struggles come to light.  Tony must decide if 

he will make amends to his family and prove Miss Clara's wisdom that victories don't come by 

accident.

306.8 Par

Parenting your teenager: A 

Biblical look at parenting Parrott, Les

Packet contains 4 hard cases with 1 DVD per case, Leader's guide, and participant workbooks.  

Material for 6 weeks of study.Shown are 24 powerful real-life stories from parents and teens plus 

a candid interview with recording artist Steven Curtis Chapman about faith and family.  Also 

featuring biblical and practical teaching from Drs. Les and Leslie Parrott.  Topics include identity, 

turmoil, rebellion, and legacy.

306.81 Dio Fireproof your Marriage Dion, Jennifer

DVD with leader and participant guide books has 6 sessions. Based on the movie Fireproof.  In 

the movie, capt. Caleb Holt lives by the old firefighter's adage: Never leave your partner behind.  

Inside burning buildings, it's his natural instinct.  In the cooling embers of his marriage, it's 

another story.  Yet, as he and his wife Catherine prepare to enter divorce proceedings, Caleb's 

dad asks his son to try an experiment: The Love Dare.  But can Caleb attempt to love his wife 

while avoiding God's love for him?  You'll relate and be inspired as Caleb and Catherine work 

through all-too-common struggles on their way to a marriage that can last a lifetime!
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649.1 Tur

Say Goodbye to Whining, 

Complaining, and Bad 

Attitudes...in you and your 

kids! Turansky, Scott

13 Session Study includes one book, one Leader's Guide, 2 DVD's.  Using drama, stories, humor, 

and scripture, the authors share practical ways to address some of the most common problems 

in family life.  Filmed before a live audience of parents and children, these practical sessions will 

challenge you in creative and insightful ways.  Use this video series with your family, small group, 

Sunday School class, or as a complete Parenting Seminar Outreach to your community.

649.64 Clo Boundaries with kids Cloud, Henry

1-120 min VHS & DVD, 1-Leader's guide, 1-participant's guide, 1-softcover book  **Stored in 

Children's Ministry closet.  See Julie Smith.
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